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and innovation leaders in the development
of environmentally friendly, economical
solutions in the field of refrigeration and
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pumps and heat recovery – with one of the
world‘s largest portfolios of compressors
for natural refrigerants such as CO2 (R744),
hydrocarbons and other low-GWP
refrigerants.
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Bock HR Compressor –
the new milestone in electric bus

With the world’s largest portfolio of compressors for natural
refrigerants, BOCK belongs to the world’s technology and
innovation leaders in developing environmentally friendly,
economical solutions in refrigeration and air-condition technology.
We have decades of expertise in stationary CO2 compressors
and mobile compressors for buses and trains, which today are
standard for all well-known manufacturers. Our focus is on
compressors for natural refrigerants, such as CO2 (R744), which
are ecologically and economically suited for meeting constantly
rising climate-protection requirements. The best example: the
new StarCO2mpressor with innovative “star” drive gear design.
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BOCK

colour the world
of tomorrow

– the new
generation of CO2 mobile compressors
for air conditioning and heating

Natural
Refrigerant

CO2

Efficiency

Innovative radial reciprocating technology specially
designed for mobile CO2 applications

Compact
Build

Reliability

Weight

Wide speed range:
for optimum coverage of the wide
range of heat pump performance

The innovative “star” drive gear design of the StarCO2mpressor
opens new possibilities for air conditioning in electric buses
and railways: space-saving roof installation, thanks to the
industry’s overall lowest height and weight. And energy-saving
heat generation without an auxiliary heater, even at outside
temperatures down to -20°C.

requirements from 15 Hz to 75 Hz
Special oil management with
high-performance oil pump:
ensures constant oil supply up to 22°
inclination during continuous operation,

New drive gear design:
cylinders arrayed in a

30° short-term

star shape around the crankshaft,
designed for transcritical

Welded, robust steel housing:

use with R744 refrigerant

lowest leakage potential and
high reliability, especially developed for
mobile applications in transcritical CO2

Very smooth operation
due to robust drive gear
The idea is as simple as it is innovative: Cylinders

electric buses and railways can not only be air-cooled

arranged in a star shape around the crankshaft achieve

more efficiently, but also be heated – even at low outside

a compact system design that is perfect for the

temperatures down to -20°C, unlike when synthetic

natural refrigerant CO2 (R744) – optimal for combining

refrigerants are being used. This eliminates the need for

with a heat pump, which in this way achieves an up to

power-consuming electric or environmentally harmful

20-percent-higher degree of efficiency.

fuel-operated auxiliary heaters. This increases the

The result for users: A mobile CO2 vehicle compressor

vehicles‘ range by up to 40 percent.

with multiple bearings:
high comfort for bus
and train users
Lowest height:
only 220 mm, perfect for
space-saving roof installation

with a height of just 220 mm and weight of 83 kg that is
especially suited for roof installation in electric buses and

Economically and ecologically sustainable investment

railways and that raises air conditioning and heating to a

Together with a robust, welded steel housing, special

level of efficiency that is new to the market. A pioneering

oil management and very smooth operation, the

solution based on our many years of experience with

StarCO2mpressor sets new standards for mobile CO2

reciprocating compressors.

compressors. The pioneering technology has already

Lowest weight:
only 83 kg, at least 25 %
lighter than standard compressors
of this performance class

Climate and environmental-protection standards are rising constantly

proved its suitability for use in field tests with
CO2 compressor and heat pump –

renowned manufacturers. One more reason why the

optimal combination for electric bus and railway

StarCO2mpressor even today fulfils the highest economic

The decisive advantage of the CO2 compressor: By

and ecological requirements of tomorrow for electric

optimizing it specifically for the heat pump application,

bus and railway air conditioning. A worthwhile investment
for manufacturers and transportation companies

worldwide – currently, the focus here is on the European F-gas
regulations. For air conditioning systems, this requires highly efficient,
sustainable solutions with alternative refrigerants, like the natural R744.

Technology that sets standards
Four-cylinder radial reciprocating compressor HR40
Max. permissible overpressure: 150 bar/100 bar (HD/ND)
Weight: 83 kg
Height: approx. 220 mm, overall length: 600 mm
Maximum permissible inclination: 22° continuous operation, 30° short-term
Pipe connection with flange connection, optional soldering sleeve

Video: 360°-Animation
Video

StarCO2mpressor – construction and function
BOCK youtube-channel
VAP – compressor selection tool for

BOCK StarCO2mpressor

Bock compressors and units: vap.bock.de

When used with heat pumps, this climate-neutral refrigerant offers
an abundance of functional and environmentally specific advantages
that pay off with the StarCO2mpressor in electric bus and rail air

that want to secure an important competitive advantage
in the booming market for electromobility.

Refrigerant CO2 R744 –
the natural Alternative

Displacement with 50 Hz / 2,900 1/min: 7.3 m3/h
Cooling1/heating2 capacity: 7 – 35 kW / 5 – 28 kW
1) based on evaporation temperature +10 °C, superheat 10K, high pressure 100 bar, gas cooler outlet +40 °C
2) related to evaporating temperature -20 °C, superheat 10K, high pressure 80 bar, gas cooler outlet +25 °C

conditioning.
₀ Natural, non-flammable refrigerant
₀ Climate neutral: no Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP = 0)
and the lowest Global Warming Potential (GWP = 1)
₀ Efficient operation of heat pumps down to an outside
temperature of -20 °C
₀ Meets the criteria for the eco-label „Blauer Engel“ (Blue Angel)
₀ Meets the requirements of many national support programs
₀ CO2 air conditioning: award criterion in the hybrid bus
promotion of the German Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation, and Nuclear Safety (BMUB)

The future in the field of electric
bus and rail air conditioning
belongs to space-saving, energyefficient solutions which can deliver
cooling and heating: the use of the
natural refrigerant R744 provides
the economic as well as the
ecological benefit for the user,
environmental and climate
protection.
Ulrich Frey, Product Manager
Mobile Applications, Bock GmbH

